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The
232
U nuleus was studied in order to searh for a hyperdeformed
band built upon the third minimum of the ssion barrier. Upper limits for
the perentage population of a hypothetial hyperdeformed band relative
to the ground state band are given.
PACS numbers: 21.10.k, 23.20.Lv, 27.90.+b
Atinide nulei having Z ' 92 and N ' 142 are predited to have both
super- and hyper-deformed minima lying at exitation energies  3 MeV
above the ground state [1℄. This arises from the large shell orretion energy
for this neutron number at 2:1 deformation and for both proton and neu-
tron numbers at 3:1 deformation, superimposed upon a oulomb attened
liquid drop energy. The hyperdeformed minimum (
2
' 0.85) is predited




U at 3.3 and 3.0 MeV respetively and has a
very asymmetri bi-nulear onguration, hene a large otupole deforma-
tion (
3
' 0.6). A number of experiments have been performed on these

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Uranium nulei [25℄ and evidene has been found for the existene of hy-
perdeformed states in neighbouring nulei [6,7℄.
We performed an experiment using the AFRODITE array at the Na-
tional Aelerator Centre, Faure, South Afria to searh for the existene







U reation. The array onsisted of
eight lover detetors and six segmented LEPs detetors at the time of the
experiment resulting in a total granularity of 56 individual detetors, and a
maximum absolute eieny of 12% at 80 keV. If the hyperdeformed mini-
mum is otupole deformed then the deay sequene will be dominated by E1
transitions with an energy in the range 50 - 150 keV and an energy dierene
of around 5 keV. These E1 transitions will have small internal onversion for
I 20 ~, the orresponding E2 transitions being almost totally onverted.
Due to its high absolute eieny at 50 - 150 keV the AFRODITE array is
ideally suited to study these transitions.
During the experiment a total of 2.510
8
triples events was reorded.
The data were sorted into a  ube. The top part of gure 1 shows the
ground state band of
232
U brought bak from the ube through a sum of dou-
ble gates on the labelled transitions. In order to searh for a hyperdeformed
band a sum of double gates on a series of predited transition energies of the
hyperdeformed band was applied to the ube. A large number of these sets
of gates were generated by varying the value of the moment of inertia and
the ube was gated on eah set of transitions. However, no lear evidene
for the existene of a hyperdeformed band was seen.
In order to test the sensitivity of the experiment a Monte Carlo simula-
tion was arried out. An assumed hyperdeformed band was populated at a
varied fration  ranging from 0.5 to 5 perent of the ground state (yrast)
band population. The resulting gamma asades were orreted for internal
onversion and the spetrometer response was folded in. The bakground
was modelled empirially to reprodue the experimental bakground in the
 ube. The bottom panel of gure 1 shows the simulated ground state
band brought bak using the same set of gates as the experimental band
in the top panel. Figure 2 shows four dierent simulations of the assumed
hyperdeformed band with values =0.5, 1, 2, and 5 perent. It is lear
that at a population level of =0.5 - 1 perent the experiment is no longer
sensitive enough to pik out the signal of the hyperdeformed band from
the bakground. It should be noted that the simulation does not take into
aount the very real possibility of a deay out of the third minimum by
ssion. This would redue the number of gamma-rays deteted and thus
give an even lower intensity than the simulation.
